Transcribed datasets typically contain speaker identity for each instance in the data. We investigate two ways to incorporate this information during training: Multi-Task Learning and Adversarial Learning. In multi-task learning, the goal is speaker prediction; we expect a performance improvement with this joint training if the two tasks of speech recognition and speaker recognition share a common set of underlying features. In contrast, adversarial learning is a means to learn representations invariant to the speaker. We then expect better performance if this learnt invariance helps generalizing to new speakers. While the two approaches seem natural in the context of speech recognition, they are incompatible because they correspond to opposite gradients back-propagated to the model. In order to better understand the effect of these approaches in terms of error rates, we compare both strategies in controlled settings. Moreover, we explore the use of additional un-transcribed data in a semi-supervised, adversarial learning manner to improve error rates. Our results show that deep models trained on big datasets already develop invariant representations to speakers without any auxiliary loss. When considering adversarial learning and multi-task learning, the impact on the acoustic model seems minor. However, models trained in a semi-supervised manner can improve error-rates.
INTRODUCTION
The minimal components of a speech recognition dataset are audio recordings and their corresponding transcription. They also typically contain an additional information, which is the anonymous identifier of the speaker corresponding to each utterance. As speaker variations are one of the most challenging aspects of speech processing, this information can be leveraged to improve the performance and robustness of speech recognition systems.
Work conducted while Yossi Adi was an Intern at Facebook AI Research. *Equal contribution Traditionally, the identity of the speakers has been used to extract speaker representations and use it as an additional input to the acoustic model [1, 2] . This approach requires an additional feature extraction process of the input signal. Recently, two approaches have been proposed to leverage speaker information as another supervision to the acoustic model; Multi-Task Learning (MT) [3, 4] and Adversarial Learning (AL) [5] . In the context of speech recognition, a way of performing MT or AL is to add a speaker classification branch in parallel of the main branch trained for transcription. All layers below the fork of the two branches receive gradients from both transcription loss and speaker loss.
In MT our goal is to jointly transcribe the speech signal together with classifying the speaker identity. Previous work has explored using auxiliary tasks such as gender or context [6] , as well as speaker classification [7, 8] . For example, the authors in [7] propose to classify the speaker identity in addition to estimating the phoneme-state posterior probabilities used for ASR, they presented a non-negligible improvement in terms of Phoneme Error Rate following the above approach.
An opposite approach is to assume that good acoustic representations should be invariant to any task that is not the speech recognition task, in particular the speaker characteristics. A method to learn such invariances is AL: the branch of the speaker classification task is trained to reduce its classification error, however the main branch is trained to maximize the loss of this speaker classifier. By doing so, it learns invariance to speaker characteristics. This approach has been previously used for speech recognition to learn invariance to noise conditions [9] , speaker identity [10, 11, 12] and accent [13] . The authors in [11] , proposed to minimize the senone classification loss, and simultaneously maximize the speaker classification loss. This approach achieves a significant improvement in terms of Word Error Rate.
Our study arises from two observations. First, both the MT and AL approaches described above have been used with the same purpose despite being fundamentally opposed, and this raises the question of which one is the most appropriate choice to improve the performance of speech recognition systems. Secondly, they only differ by a simple computational step which consists in reversing the gradient at the fork between the speaker branch and the main branch. This allows for controlled experiments where both approaches can be compared with equivalent architectures and number of parameters.
In this work we focus on letter based acoustic models. In this setting, we are given audio recordings and their transcripts, and train a neural network to output letters with a sequence-based criterion. During training, we also have access to the identity of the speaker of each utterance. We perform a systematic comparison between MT and AL for the task of large vocabulary speech recognition on the Wall Street Journal dataset (WSJ) [14] . Knowing whether the speaker information should be used to impact low level or high level representations is also a valuable information, so for each approach we experiment with three levels to fork the speaker branch to: lower layer, middle and upper layer.
Our Contribution: (i) We observed that deep models trained on big datasets, already develop invariant representations to speakers with neither AL nor MT; (ii) Both AL and MT do not have a clear impact on the acoustic model with respect to error rates; and (iii) Using additional, un-transcribed speaker labeled data, (i.e. the speaker is known, but without the transcription), seems promising. It improves Letter-Error Rates (LER), even though these improvements did not transfer into Word-Error Rates (WER) improvements.
ADVERSARIAL VS. MULTITASK
Given a training set of n transcribed acoustic utterances coupled with their speaker identity, our goal is to utilize these speaker labels to improve transcription loss.
Formally
be the training set, in which each example is composed of three elements: a sequence of m acoustic features X i = {x 1 , · · · , x m } where each x j is a d-dimensional vector, a sequence of k characters Y i = {y 1 , · · · , y k } which are not aligned with X i , and a speaker label s i . In the following subsections we present two common approaches to add the speaker identity as another supervision to the network.
Adversarial Learning
As speech recognition tasks should not depend on a specific set of speakers, in AL, we would like to learn an acoustic representation which is speaker-invariant and at the same time characters-discriminative. For that purpose, we consider the first k layers of the network as an encoder, denoted by E r with parameters θ r , which maps the acoustic features X i to R i = {r 1 , · · · , r l } where l can be smaller than m. Then, the representations R i are fed into a decoder network D y with parameters θ y , to output the characters posteriors p(Y i |X i ; θ r , θ y ).
Furthermore, we introduce another decoder network to classify the speaker, denote D s . The above decoder, maps R i to the speaker posteriors p(s i |X i ; θ r , θ y ).
In order to make the representation R speaker-invariant, we train E r and D s jointly using adversarial loss, where we optimize θ r to maximize speaker classification loss, and at the same time optimizing θ s to minimize the speaker classification loss. Recall, we would like to make the representation R characters-discriminative, hence, we further optimize θ y and θ r to minimize the transcription loss. Therefore, the total loss is constructed as follows,
where L acoustic (θ r , θ y ) is the transcription loss, L spk (θ r , θ s ) is the speaker loss, and λ is a trade-off parameter which controls the balance between the two. This minimax game will enhance the discriminative properties of D s and D y while at the same time push E r towards generating speaker-invariant representation.
As suggested in [5, 11] , we optimize the parameters using Stochastic Gradient Descent where we reverse the gradients of ∂L spk /∂θ r [5] .
Multi-Task Learning
Similarly to AL, in MT we consider an encoder E r with parameters θ r and two decoders D y and D s with parameters θ y and θ s respectively. However, in MT, our goal is to minimize both L acoustic (θ r , θ y ) and L spk (θ r , θ s ). Therefore, the objective in MT case can be expressed as follows,
Practically, on forward propagation, both AL and MT act the same way. Yet, on back-propagation they act exactly the opposite. In AL, we reverse the gradients from D s before backpropagating into E r . In contrast, in MT we sum together the gradients from D s and D y . Figure 1 depicts an illustration of the described model.
MODELS
Our acoustic models are based on Gated Convolutional Neural Networks (Gated ConvNets) [15] , fed with 40 log-mel filterbank energies extracted every 10 ms with a 25 ms sliding window. Gated ConvNets stack 1D convolutions with Gated Linear Units (GLUs). 1D ConvNets were introduced early in the speech community, and are also referred as Time-Delay Neural Networks [16] .
We set Ł acoustic (θ r , θ y ) to be the AutoSeg Criterion (ASG) criterion [17, 18] , which is similar to the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) criterion [19] .
Although speech utterances contain time dependent transcriptions, the speaker labels should be applied to the whole Fig. 1 . An illustration of our architecture. We first feed the network a sequence of acoustic features, then we take the output of some intermediate representation an use it also to classify the speaker.
sequence. Hence, when optimizing for multi-task or adversarial learning we add a speaker branch which aggregates over all the time frames to classify the speaker. This pooling operation aggregates the time-dependent representations into a single sequence-level representation s = g(·). Two straightforward aggregation methods are to take the sum over all frames: g(·) = t r t where r t is the representation at time frame t, or the max g(·) = max t (r t ), where the max is taken over each dimension. We propose to use a trade-off solution between these two methods, which is the LogSumExp [20] , s = 1 τ log 1 T t e τ ·rt , where τ is a hyper-parameter controls the trade-off between the sum and the max; with high values of τ the LogSumExp is similar to the max, while it tends to a sum as τ → 0. In practice, we used τ = 1.
We set L speaker (θ r , θ s ) to be the Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss function. The overall network, together with D y , is trained by back-propagation. At inference time, D s , the speaker classification branch is discarded.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following section we describe our experimental results. First, we provide all the technical details and setups in Subsection 4.1. Then, we describe our baselines and analyze their ability to encode information about the speaker in Subsection 4.2. Lastly, on Subsection 4.3 we present our results on the WSJ dataset [14] .
Setups
All models were composed of 17 gated convolutional layers followed by a weight normalization [21] . We used a dropout layer after every GLU layer with dropout rate of 0.25. We optimized the models using SGD with two different learning rate values, we used learning rate of 1.4 for E r and D y and learning rate of 0.1 for D s . We did not use momentum or weight decay. All the models were trained using WSJ dataset which contains 283 speakers with 81.5 hours of speaking time.
We computed WER using our own one-pass decoder, which performs a simple beam-search with beam thresholding, histogram pruning and language model smearing [22] . We did not implement any sort of model adaptation before decoding, nor any word graph rescoring. Our decoder relies on KenLM [23] for the language modeling part, using a 4gram LM trained on the standard data of WSJ [14] . For LER, we used Viterbi decoding as in [17] .
The speaker branch, D s , was composed of one gated convolutional layer of width 5 and 200 feature maps with weight normalization, followed by a linear layer. For MT models we used a static λ value of 0.5. For AL models, we slowly increased the λ from 0 to 0.2 using the following update scheme, λ i = 2/(1 + e −pi ) − 1, where p i is a scaled version of the epoch number. The above technique was successfully explored in previous studies [24, 5] . In practice, we observed that reversing the gradients from the beginning of training can cause the network to diverge. To avoid that, we first trained the models without back-propagating the gradients from D s to E r , (i.e. λ = 0). Then, we trained only D s , and finally, we trained both of them jointly. We found the above procedure crucial for AL, however in MT the performance is equivalent to standard training. Thus, for comparison, we followed the above approach in both settings.
Representation Analysis
We would like to assess to what extent the network encodes the speaker identity? The motivation for answering this question is two-fold (i) to analyze the networks' behavior with respect to the speaker information; and (ii) having a measurement of how much speaker information is encoded in the representation; this can provide an intuitive insight into how much error rates can be improved using speaker-adversarial learning.
To tackle this question, we follow a similar approach to the one proposed in [25, 26] . We first trained a baseline network without the speaker classification branch, then we used it to extract representations of the speech signal from different layers in the network. Finally, we use these representations only, to train a model to classify the speaker identity. After training, we measure the model's accuracy to analyze the presence of speaker identity in the representations.
The basic premise of this approach is that if we cannot optimze a classifier to predict speaker identity based on representation from the model, then this property is not encoded in the representation, or rather, not encoded in an effective way, considered the way it will be used. Notice that we are not interested in improving speaker classification but rather to have a comparison between the models based on the clas- For that purpose, we defined three settings, where we add the speaker branch after: (i) two convolutional layers, denote as IN , (ii) eight convolutional layers, denote as MID , and (iii) 15 convolutional layers, denote as OUT . For each setting we trained a classification model for 10 epochs, using the same architecture as the speaker classification branch. Figure 2 presents the speaker classification accuracy for the baseline together with MT and AL using representations from IN , MID and OUT . Notice, we observed a similar behavior in AL, MT, and the baseline, where the classification gets harder when extracting representations from deeper layers in the network. This implies that the network already develops speaker invariant representations during training. Even though, adding additional speaker loss can push it further and improve speaker invariance.
WSJ Experiments
Following our experiments in subsection 4.2, we trained MT and AL in three versions, IN , MID and OUT . Table 1 summarizes the results of our models, the baseline, and state-ofthe-art systems.
Using both AL and MT seems to have a minor effect on transcription modeling when training on WSJ dataset. Both approaches achieve equal or somewhat worse LER than the baseline on the development set, and improve over the test set, with AL performs slightly better than MT. When considering WER, both AL and MT improve results over the baseline on the test set, however none of them improve over the development set. These results are somewhat counter-intuitive since both approaches attain similar results, however can be considered as opposite paradigms. One explanation is that both methods act as another regularization term. In other words, although the two approaches push the gradients towards opposite directions, when treated carefully, they both impose an- other constraint on the models' parameters [29, 30, 31] .
Adversarial Semi-Supervised Learning
Lastly, we wanted to investigate whether the observed improvements were limited by the relatively small amount of speakers (283) in the train set of WSJ. For that purpose, we ran a semi-supervised experiment were we control the amount of transcribed data by using only speaker labeled examples. We add ≈ 35 hours of speech using another 132 speakers, from the Librispeech corpus [32] , and train the network in an adversarial fashion. For the new training examples we do not use the transcriptions, but only the speaker identity, hence optimizing the speaker loss only. Results are summarized on Table 1. Using additional speaker labeled data, seems beneficial in terms of LER: it improves over the baseline and previous AL results in all settings. On the other hand, when considering WER, none of the settings improve over the baseline. This misalignment between the LER and WER results can be either because we constrained the model's outputs by LM at decoding time, hence WER results are greatly affected by the type of LM used, or because the LER improvements are on meaningless parts in the sequence. The analysis of this observations as well as jointly optimizing acoustic model and LM are left for future research.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied AL and MT in the context of speech recognition. We showed that deep models already learn speaker-invariant representations, but can still benefit from semi-supervised speaker adversarial learning.
For future work, we would like to examine the effect of semi-supervised learning for low-resource languages.
